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ABSTRACT
Over the years observational studies have made great progress in characterizing
children’s visual experiences and their sensitivity to social cues and their role in
language development. Recent technological advancements have allowed
researchers to study these issues from the child’s perspective, leading to a new
understanding of the dynamic involvement of bodily events. A number of recent
studies have suggested that bodily actions play an important role in perception and
that social partners' bodily actions may become synchronized. In the present
perspective paper, we will provide a new perspective on how children’s own views
are generated individually and play a dynamic role in learning. By doing so, we
first discuss the role of early social input in language learning as it has been
treated in the literature and then introduce recent studies in which typically
developing hearing children, deaf children of deaf families, and children with
autism were observed in a social context using the new child-centered technology.
The hypothesis of a link between sensorimotor experiences and embodied attention
— specifically how different bodies produce different kinds of attention — will be
discussed. Understanding the role of bodily events (the child’s and the child’s
social partners’) in early visual experiences will provide insight into the
development of learning mechanisms and the processes involved in learning
disabilities.
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Children learn about their world — about objects, actions, other social beings, and
language — through social interactions. Social interactions are coordinated by a
suite of bodily actions including gestures, head and eye movements, body sway, and
posture (Langton, 2000; Shockley, Baker, Richardson, & Fowler, 2007; Shockley,
Richardson, & Dale, 2009). A number of researchers consider the body to play a
significant role in our experience of the world (Barsalou, Niedenthal, Barbey, &
Ruppert, 2003; Niedenthal, Barsalou, Winkielman, Krauth-Gruber, & Ric, 2005).
Developmental researchers have long studied the role of social input by careful
observations of what is happening in the learning environment (e.g., Bakeman &
Adamson, 1984; Bates, 1979; Fogel, Lyra, & Valsiner, 1997; Iverson et al., 1994;
Iverson, 2010; Toda & Fogel, 1993; Toda, Fogel, & Kawai, 1990). Scientific
progress has also been made through laboratory studies of children’s use of social
cues, particularly in the domain of language learning. These studies show that
children are highly sensitive to a variety of cues and that these social cues appear
instrumental to early word learning (Baldwin, 1991; Bloom, 2000; Tomasello,
1995).
All this previous work considered social interactions from the perspective
of an observer who coded what each participant was doing: the signals the child
sent, the adult’s responses, and the child’s responses to the adult behavior. Social
actions were seen as forming a kind of language of messages that are sent and
received. But every behavior — every pointing of a finger, every shift in eye gaze
— has two parts: its direct effect on the sensory system, and the social message
such a signal might send. For example, shifting one’s direction of gaze changes
what one sees and sends a signal about the object being attended to. A gesture by
one’s social partner serves as a communicative signal. Such gesture use has a direct
effect on the sensory system and input. The aim of this perspective paper is to
introduce a new perspective about the roles of children's own views in learning in
light of the embodiment idea; specifically, we will emphasize the role of new
technologies and recent developmental attempts. By doing so, we consider the
direct sensory effects of bodily actions in a social context — focusing specifically
on how a child’s actions and the parent’s actions are dynamically linked and
directly influence visual input and, thus, potentially learning.
KNOWING WHERE THE EYES ARE IS NOT ENOUGH
In the long history of developmental science, the most common view used in
observations is a “room view”, a third-person view from a corner or from another
room via a one-way mirror. This has certainly been sufficient when a controlled
environment is needed in which a solitary child is given a single item to look at;
however, real learning environments, where young children learn social
components and language, are rarely so simple. Indeed, their everyday learning
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environments are very chaotic and often composed of many objects and actions.
Also, learning environments are dynamic. For example, children and their social
partners constantly change the elements of the environment (i.e., objects and
actions) and their own locations within it. This makes the environment even more
complex, and yet all these elements are relevant for learning, especially in social
contexts. Constantly changing coordinated eye gaze, language use, and body
posture function to facilitate communication and mutual understanding (Pickering
& Garrod, 2004; Shockley et al., 2009). Thus, to be sensitive to these constant
changes in visual experiences, taking a child-centered view is essential. The thirdperson view typically cannot distinguish which parts of a complex scene a child
might be attending.
Another issue affecting the choice of perspective is that adult coders are
influenced by where they think the child should be looking. If a child is looking at
the wall behind his or her social partner when the partner says “oh, no” it is likely
that coders will score the look as if the child had looked at the partner, not at the
wall. This is due to our strong tendency to use intuition to describe what should be
happening. This type of coding issue and intuition bias can be particularly critical in
social domains where many social contacts and complex emotional exchanges
might be present to reinforce such overinterpretation. It is a particular problem
when measuring social development. Infants look back and forth between their
social partner’s face (and gestures) and an object. Indeed, looking between a social
partner’s gaze and potential referents has been thought to supply information about
the partner’s gaze direction and affect (Butterworth, 1995; Tomasello, 1995). Thus,
coding requires precision. Observations containing social contexts benefit most
from the correction of these intuition biases. Acquiring an unbiased and more
precise coding of what the child is looking at can be essential for this type of
measure.
Recent technological developments have made it possible to capture input
from the viewer’s perspective using eye-tracking equipment. Yet until very
recently, with the advent of head-mounted eye trackers (which have not been used
much in infant–parent social settings), eye tracking has typically been used with
stationary babies watching a TV screen, and thus researchers were unable to capture
the role the whole body plays in social behavior or the relation between the child’s
own actions and what the child sees (but see Franchak, Kretch, Soska, & Adolph, in
press, for a child-centered perspective in a self-navigation context).
Two recent eye-tracking studies that recorded social scenes from infants’
perspectives successfully documented natural tendencies in visual exploration when
the videotaped scenes were shown to different groups of young infants and adults
(Aslin, 2009; Frank, Vul, & Johnson, 2009). The studies reported substantial rates
of looking at faces as well as age-related differences in fixation. Both studies also
noted interesting attention shifts from face to hands when the hands were
performing actions, indicating that social attention is sensitive to the content of
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actions. These studies successfully captured what children look at when scenes are
presented in two dimensions. Observational precision (i.e., how precisely one can
detect where an infant is looking at any given moment) will continue to improve as
we persist in making technological advancements.
However, although these studies made use of eye-tracking technology, they
did not address the idea of embodied attention because they studied infants looking
at videos produced by equipment on other infants’ bodies. Embodied attention
means that what is attended to in the learning environment is partly influenced by
body structure. Body structure in this case refers to the child’s own physical
constraints and actions, such as eye gaze, head movements, posture shifts, grabbing
or holding, and the same actions performed by another body — a social partner.
What this means is that our perceptions (moment-to-moment visual experiences)
may not be sufficiently understood in isolation from our own body and movements.
Children “select” their visual input both by their own actions and by how their
actions influence the behaviors of others. This core idea of there being a meaningful
link between bodily experiences and perceptual experiences has received much
attention (Barsalou, Pecher, Zeelenberg, Simmons, & Hamann, 2005; Bertenthal,
Campos, & Barrett; 1984; Martin & Chao, 2001), and recent behavioral evidence
has further suggested the importance of sensorimotor coordination (e.g., seeing,
touching, manipulating objects) in children and the dynamic linkage to the learning
environment for our understanding of visual selection and social input (Adolph &
Berger, 2006; Needham, Barrett, & Peterman, 2002; Pereira, Smith, & Yu, 2008;
Thelen & Smith,1994; see Sheya & Smith, 2010, for a review).
New methods have been developed to explore this dynamic loop between
social attention from the child’s point of view and the child’s own moment-tomoment interactions. One study explored early visual behavior in a naturalistic freeplay context where 14-month-old infants’ eye gaze was recorded using a headmounted eye-tracking device (Franchak et al., in press). This study demonstrated
that infants’ selection of their own visual field depended heavily on their own
actions, and they seldom looked at faces (in this case, their mother’s face). Further,
the study revealed a new relation between infants looking at their own hands and
their own actions while engaged in manual actions, and a direct impact of the social
partner’s movement on the child’s view.
HEAD CAMERAS AND THE HEAD-CENTERED VIEW
Efforts have been made to document children’s own natural visual exploration
while they participate in moment-to-moment social interactions. These studies have
used relatively less complex technology yet are still suitable for addressing
embodied social attention. Typically, a small head camera (about the size of a
quarter) is placed on the child as the child and parent play with a toy. The camera
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captures visual events in which the children themselves are participating. The
children are creating their own visual input through social exchange, and in contrast
to the eye-tracking methods described above, this is captured from the child’s
perspective (often a child-mother play session). This perspective is taken from the
forehead (as opposed to tracking eye gaze) and thus is a relatively less complicated
form of data collection that does not interfere with natural viewing and their
interactions.
One major concern about using the head-mounted camera has been that it is
positioned at some distance from the eyes, and thus it may be difficult to identify
the focal point of the child’s attention with precision. Still, several researchers have
found a strong head–eye coupling in infants (e.g., Daniel & Lee, 1990; von Hofsten
& Roseander, 1996; Savelsbergh, von Hofstein, & Jonsson, 1997; Smith, Thelen,
Titzer, & McLin, 1999), and more recently Yoshida and Smith (2008) documented
how the head view can secure sufficient measurement of where children attend to in
common social contexts. This study assessed the correspondence between the head
camera view and the direction of eye gaze in a calibration task with geometry
similar to that of tabletop toy play (e.g., horizontal movement, reaching for objects).
The study verified the sufficient overlap between the head camera images and the
child’s visual field, suggesting the effectiveness of the head camera in the
interactive task context, which simulates a natural learning environment. Moreover,
in social settings in which people are continually moving their head and eyes, eyes
alone are unlikely to be a good cue.
Although studies have suggested early sensitivity to eye gaze and its
relevance to language learning (e.g., Brooks & Meltzoff, 2008), little work has been
done on how temporal dynamics of eye-gaze following can emerge in complex
social contexts where heads, eyes, and bodies are constantly engaging in actions.
Indeed, most experiments on the following of eye gaze, in infants and adults,
manipulated eye-gaze direction in a fixed, straight-on face (see Langton, Watt, &
Bruce, 2000, for a review). Thus these studies have not accounted for the natural
social contexts in which heads and eyes move both together and independently
(Einhäuser et al., 2007).
Additional support for head–eye coupling comes from studies showing that
gaze and head orientation independently influence decisions concerning social
attention. Adults, children, and infants demonstrated difficulty ignoring the
direction of the head when judging eye-gaze direction (Doherty & Anderson, 1999,
2001; Doherty, Anderson, & Howieson, 2009; Langton, 2000, Loomis, Kelly,
Pusch, Bailenson, & Beall, 2008; Moore, 2006; Moore & Corkum, 1998).
Accordingly, the head-camera method seems to be sufficient for studying children’s
perspective while engaging in social actions, which occurs in most natural learning
environments. Recent results support the importance of taking a head-camera view
when evaluating children’s own creation of visual input.
Cognition, Brain, Behavior. An Interdisciplinary Journal
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A group of researchers (Pereira & Smith, 2009; Pereira et al., 2008;
Pereira, Yu, Smith, & Shen, 2009; Smith, Yu, & Pereira, 2011; Yoshida & Smith,
2008) explored children’s proximate visual behavior in the context of naturalistic
play with the mother playing and teaching a set of words to her child. The typical
procedure used with studies of this kind attaches a small head camera to the child’s
forehead with an elastic band while the child engages in toy play with a parent. The
goal is to capture visual events — in which the child creates his or her own
moment-to-moment social exchange — from the child’s perspective. Each study
has contributed to the understanding of what components are most likely to be
available to the child and how they might relate to social events, and how that might
depend on the individual’s learning experiences.
These studies focused on exploring the visual field of toddlers (ranging
from 12 to 24 months old) by using a variant of the head-camera method,
documenting several novel and enlightening results concerning the dynamics of
toddlers’ first-person view. One study (Yoshida & Smith, 2008) noted that the room
view and the child view (head-camera view) are very different (see Figure 1 for
synchronized view frames from Yoshida & Smith, 2008). Indeed, it is relatively
clear from the head-camera view what is available to the child’s attention at any
given moment, but not when observed from parents’ views (also via head cameras).
Children’s’ unique behavior of bringing objects closer to their eyes can reduce the
information available in their view. This is a potentially significant constraint in
early learning.

Figure 1.
Left: third-person view; right: first-person view.

Furthermore, the closer view of an object is also indicative of the relation
between a child’s view and the child’s body structure — a preference for closer
views is related to a child’s shorter arms and the location of arms relative to the
head. Yoshida and Smith’s (2008) and Smith et al.’s (2011) results also suggest a
strong tendency to look more at objects that are in hands — their own and their
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parents’ — and to shift attention to new objects as parents’ hands move in that
direction. These results using a different methodology appear to contrast with
earlier findings of a preference for faces (e.g., Aslin, 2009; Frank et al., 2009),
highlighting the potential role of parents’ action in organizing early attention. These
studies indicate how early attention is dynamically linked to a child’s own body and
actions and is embedded in a social partner’s action.
DIFFERENT BODIES, DIFFERENT SOCIAL ATTENTION?
Studies that captured the visual content generated by an individual child have
emphasized the importance of considering embodied attention to fully understand
children’s visual selection and social input. The seemingly tight loop connecting
embodied attention, an individual’s own actions in a social environment, and social
partners’ actions suggests that such embodied attention might differ when it is
generated by children whose sensorimotor experiences and social interaction are
different and uniquely integrated.
Our current attempts to understand embodied attention — specifically
feedback from sensorimotor, language, and social experiences — have focused on
social contexts that mimic word-learning environments that diverge from those of
the typically developing, hearing child (Yoshida, 2010; Yoshida & Kushalnagar,
2009). We have concentrated on three groups in an effort to explore the dynamic
structure of embodied attention: typically developing hearing children, typically
developing deaf children of deaf families, and hearing children with Autism
spectrum disorder (ASD). The sensorimotor, language, and social experiences differ
among these children both quantitatively and qualitatively.
In one study (Yoshida & Kushalnagar, 2009), typically developing deaf
children aged 4 to 5 years were compared with typically developing hearing
children of the same age range in an extension of the parent–child interaction
sessions used in earlier work by Yoshida and Smith (2008). Parents were instructed
to interact naturally with their child with the goal of teaching a series of words by
demonstrating the meanings with toys and actions. Head-mounted cameras were
attached to the young participants in order to provide a child-centered perspective
of the learning environment. The head-mounted camera (Figure 2) is a Watec
(WAT-230A) miniature color camera weighing approximately 30g (36×30×15mm).
The camera was sewn into a headband that could be placed on the forehead such
that the mounted camera is close to the child’s eyes. The angle of the camera is
adjustable. A second camera — the third-person camera — was set up to record a
broad view of the task context that included the tabletop, the child, and the parent.
The two cameras were synchronized by an Edriol (model V-4) four-channel video
mixer. The head camera moves with the head (not with eye movements). However,
a prior calibration study directly comparing independent measures of head and eye
Cognition, Brain, Behavior. An Interdisciplinary Journal
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direction in typically developing toddlers found a 90% correspondence in direction.
After fitting the child with the headband and giving instructions, the experimenters
left the testing section and hid behind a curtain to monitor the head-camera view to
continue ensuring the camera angle. The entire play session lasted about 12
minutes: parents taught 16 words, each word was taught for 40 seconds.

Figure 2.
Head camera

A total of 6 coders coded the video from the head camera (2 deaf coders for
American Sign Language transcribing) and 4 coders for nonlinguistic contents
frame-by-frame using MacShapa, an application for observational data analysis.
They calculated the amount of looking time for coding categories including the
individual toys, the parent’s face, the parent’s hands, and the child’s hands to obtain
the proportion of looking per session.
This approach — namely, exploring the social interactions among
attention, body, and the environment — is used here to consider how different
populations of children (e.g., deaf, hearing) partition their visual scenes and to
observe the dynamic processes that shape their word-learning experiences. Parent–
child interactions are inevitably influenced by the capabilities of both the child and
the parent. For instance, the use of either sign language or verbal speech as a means
of communication has a direct impact on what is observed from a child’s point of
view. Which simultaneously appearing objects are attended to seems to differ
between hearing and deaf children, and the proportion of time spent attending to
certain objects over others varies, as well. This could be related to differences in
bodily communication styles. Communication through speech among hearing
individuals frees up the hands of both parent and child so that objects within their
immediate environment can be adapted for use in teaching new words. Dyadic
interactions involving parents who use sign language to communicate with their
children involve more prolonged periods of attention to crucial communicative
components, such as the parent’s hands or face, and the default location of hands
might be higher and closer to the face (Yoshida, 2010; see Figure 3 for
synchronized view frames from Yoshida & Kushalnagar, 2009).
Cognition, Brain, Behavior. An Interdisciplinary Journal
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Figure 3.
Left: third person view; right: first person view.

The structure of deaf children’s embodied communicative acts also constrains their
views in that their language (hands) dominates their view, and their sensory
experiences (mostly through the visual modality) assign more attentional weight to
visual components. Because the deaf children in this study were all being raised by
parents who are also deaf, their initial encounter with language perception was
likely to be through visual experiences, and their language production is also
through the visual system. Their visually organized language use relies on meanings
and ideas, and the meanings children learn early are often considered to be concrete
and visually tangible at an early stage in general (Gentner, 1982). Accordingly, for
deaf children who have access to sign language in the beginning of life, language
perception, production, and the mapping of language to meaning are all linked
through visual experiences, suggesting early dominance of visual processing. The
question is how this visual dominance influences attention to social components,
such as a partner and her action. Figure 4 illustrates the overall trend in viewing the
parent’s hands or face for deaf children and typically developing hearing children
(Yoshida & Kushalnagar, 2009). The graph compares the proportion of time spent
looking at the parent’s hand or face, averaged across 16 teaching trials. Deaf
children on average captured these items more frequently than hearing children,
especially at the beginning of a word-learning session.
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Figure 4.
Proportion of time spent looking at the parent’s hands or face averaged across trials.

Allocating attentional resources to hands and faces lessens the possibility of other
objects — such as the toys in the word-learning session — being the focus of the
child’s attention for a prolonged period of time. Attention to the intricacies of hand
movements and facial expressions is less likely in hearing children. Hearing
children are also less likely to continually switch from hands and faces to other
objects, leading to a more local perspective with attention focused on individual
objects for prolonged periods of time. Deaf children, on the other hand, are more
likely to simultaneously keep track of the dynamics inherent in their visual scene,
leading to a much more global perspective (Yoshida & Kushalnagar, 2009).
Despite apparent differences in their language-learning environments,
typically developing deaf children often manage to achieve typical language
development, and their adaptability may lie in how they carved up their visual
environment. This is evident in the results suggesting that the necessary referents
for word learning exist for both deaf and hearing populations. However, it is not our
intention to proclaim that the developmental trajectories of deaf and hearing
individuals are in any way identical. Other factors, such as the timing of the onset of
hearing loss, the implantation of electronic cochlear devices, the hearing
capabilities of parents with deaf children, or of hearing children with deaf parents,
have their own complexities that can give rise to different word-learning
Cognition, Brain, Behavior. An Interdisciplinary Journal
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environments. Nevertheless, the unique structure of embodied attention generated
by typically developing deaf children influenced by their unique bodily experiences
(via an alternative language-learning environment including their ASL use) seems
to generate relevant visual experiences. This suggests that selectively attending to
relevant aspects within their visual environment leads to outcomes similar to those
of children without hearing loss, but with different means of reaching those
outcomes.
THE CASE OF AUTISM DEVELOPMENT
The dynamic coordination of hand movements, eye gaze, and posture that can be
present in individuals is a crucial component of communication (Chartrand & van
Baaren, 2009; Shockley et al., 2009). Such coordination seems to differ depending
on individuals’ bodily interactions with the environment and their sensorimotor
experiences. Yoshida (2010) addressed the role of bodily structured attention by
exploring embodied attention in children with autism, which represents one case of
atypical development. This is a particularly interesting developmental question.
Many cognitive developmental disorders involve attention, and there is
considerable evidence of comorbidity of these cognitive disorders with early
sensorimotor patterns (Hartman, Houwen, Scherder, & Visscher, 2010; Larroqueet
al., 2010). For instance, a number of studies have suggested that the function of
shared attention (e.g., child and caretaker jointly attending to the same item)
develops differently in children with Autism spectrum disorder. Shared attention
has often been discussed in terms of its effectiveness in guiding attention in
language learning. The development of shared attention thus can be a key element
in language development.
In the dynamic social embodiment framework, shared attention can be
viewed as an essential developmental process in which children initiate a
demonstration of their attention (e.g., clear, sustained attention to a toy), which
parents can then follow — parents can adjust their topic to their children’s momentto-moment attentional shifts (Adamson & Bakeman, 1991). However, sustaining
attention to objects has been considered particularly challenging for young children
with autism (Pierce, Muller, Ambrose, Allen, & Courchesne, 2001). From the
perspective of social embodiment, the body and what the body does both influence
sensory inputs and the social setting. Understanding these links in children with
atypical development will lead to recognition of potential developmental
consequences.
Yoshida (2010) used a head camera set-up to address how a deficiency in
sustained attention influences embodied attention in 4- to 5-year-old children with
ASD. Preliminary findings suggest distinct differences between ASD and typically
developing children in their focus of attention. The child’s eye view revealed that
Cognition, Brain, Behavior. An Interdisciplinary Journal
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objects used to teach novel and familiar words, when paired with hand gestures and
manipulations, were present in the field of view of children with ASD for very little
time. Irrelevant objects within their immediate environment occupied a substantial
proportion of their visual field. Extended periods of time spent observing
nonreferential items such as the floor, ceiling, or a table meant that there was less
opportunity during the word-learning session for relevant objects to be introduced
into the child’s visual field.
In addition to these distinct patterns of looking, observations taken from the
head camera revealed a tendency to extend the gaze to the parent’s face only, a
significant departure compared to typically developing children. This learned
behavior may be related to common practice and a form of communicative therapy
provided to those with autism to support their development of social interactions.
Such learned tendencies to observe the parent’s face may lead to overall looking
patterns that differ from those of typically developing children. This propensity for
not attending to some types of relevant information during the word-learning
process could provide insight into the language development of children with ASD.
DISCUSSION
Children’s early learning environments contain a number of elements that are
dynamically linked in real time as they and their social partners move and act on
these elements. Researchers attempting to carefully document the focus of
children’s attention in complex social settings have suggested that the patterns of
children’s looking at faces and their social context may be mutually influential,
especially when manual actions are involved. However, in recent approaches in
social cognition, it has been suggested that it is not possible to fully understand
social interactions without addressing how all the bodily interactions (gestures, head
and eye movements, body sway, and posture) are coordinated (Langton et al., 2000;
Langton, 2000; Shockley, Richardson, & Dale, 2009; Shockley et al., 2007). This
promotes the idea that a child’s perspective is part of a social dynamic loop.
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Figure 5.
Perception–action–body loop

We have discussed ideas and empirical work suggesting how different
bodily actions (both the child’s and the parent’s) are dynamically linked and
directly influence the moment-to-moment generation of visual input and thus
potentially matter for learning. This is far more dynamic and complex than it may
seem at first glance, given that different bodies generate different embodied
attention based on different body structures, experience different sensory inputs,
and perceive different social signals that guide attention. The schema is illustrated
in Figure 5. In the figure, a child is attending to an aspect of a scene — in this case,
a cup. What is being attended to determines the in-the-moment input (a cup). The
hands and body structure of the child play a role in guiding the child’s attention, but
this tight loop between visual experience and action is dynamically coupled with a
mature social partner. This means that the embodied attention is generated through
at least two perception–motor loops (here, the child’s and the parent’s) and that
each action changes the sensory input of the child and the parent. What the parent
does affects the child’s moment-to-moment visual experiences. Thus, it is not
sufficient to study social interactions solely from the perspective of an observer, nor
to consider a child’s perspective that does not take into consideration his or her own
body and actions.
Cognition, Brain, Behavior. An Interdisciplinary Journal
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The role of bodily cues in social attention (e.g., hand movement, hands
acting on objects, eye gaze) appears to be relatively clear, yet recent research
findings suggest that such a role may well be subtle and possibly implicit in nature.
For instance, in whole-body cues, and coordination itself such as in global body
rhythms generate synchronous effect (Shockley, Santana, & Fowler, 2003; Smith et
al., 2011; Spivey, Richardson, & Dale, 2009). One line of studies documented a
relation between communication effectiveness and body coordination between
social partners through body sway and posture (Langton, 2000; Shockley,
Richardson & Dale, 2009; Shockley et al., 2007). Another study suggested a
dynamic link between interaction quality — including smoothness of turn-taking
behaviors and bodily coupling (e.g., of speakers) — and effective word learning in
the context of parent and toddler social events (Shockley et al., 2007). Accordingly,
particular body movements that are obvious and meaningful may not independently
contribute to the creation of social attention. Rather, synchrony of movements and
more global body structures as a whole are more likely to participate in the loop.
There might be dynamic relational local bodily elements and larger body cues
creating attention and possibly influencing learning (Bangerter, 2004; Kita, 2003;
Richardson, Dale, & Kirkham, 2007). This sensitivity to synchronous elements
(invariants) is consistent with the early emergence of multimodal correspondences
in learning (Gogate, Bahrick, & Watson, 2000) and thus may well be the key to our
understanding of human learning and communication.
Traditional views of early social input have been refined by technological
advancement, and certainly the field has benefited from our ability to observe from
their own point of view what children scan in complex visual scenes. The new
technology has also helped eliminate coding biases. Use of the technology has led
to new findings about early sensitivity to action and the context-dependent nature of
attention, and it also has confirmed previous observations about early attentional
preferences for human faces and eye gaze for particular task contexts.
This perspective paper focused on the embodied nature of social attention,
i.e., how it emerges through interaction between a child and the child’s social
partner, each dealing with his or her own physical constraints, sensorimotor input,
and cognitive capacity. Within this framework, we can expect to see different types
of social attention for different groups of individuals whose everyday experiences
— through sensorimotor input and cognitive development — are uniquely
constrained. Systematic observations of children’s proximate visual experiences in
social contexts have provided insight into the dynamic relations (Yoshida, 2010;
Yoshida & Kushalnagar, 2009; Yoshida & Smith, 2008). Studies of deaf children of
deaf parents (Yoshida & Kushalnagar, 2009) revealed sustained attention to face
and hands — which has a communicative function — and more attentional shifts to
capture a global perspective compared to typically developing hearing children.
Observations of hearing children with ASD (Yoshida, 2010) revealed that they pay
less attention to objects that are the topic of conversation (e.g., held in hands and
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acted on) and more attention to nonreferential items. These studies suggest that
attentional biases are generated through the dynamic social loops of all participants:
perception, action, and body structure. Differences in the dynamics can generate
differences in attentional biases and thus in language development.
Taking the child’s perspective of the perception–action–body loop is a
crucial step in understanding social structure and early visual experiences and their
influence on cognition, from language to problem solving. This may lead to further
insight into the learning mechanisms and processes involved in learning disabilities.
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